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Those Who Feel the Pain

“To be frank,” says Ramana Venkata,
CTO and co-founder of Stratify, Inc., “our
ability to communicate (the value of ECM)
to a customer is directly dependent on
whether they’ve already felt the pain. If
they haven’t noticed any pain, it is a diffi-
cult message to push through.”

The “pain” in question is the frustration
of being near the content necessary to
solve today’s urgent business problem—
the sales proposal that’s due today, the mar-
keting report that will determine your prod-
uct roll-out timetable—and not being quite
able to reach it. It’s a frustration that comes
from experience. Very few start-ups, for
instance, have enough of an experience-
base to sense the potential of “what if.”
What if my CRM system could send alarms
to my marketing team before an emerging
small problem becomes a PR disaster?
(“Had Ford been able to connect the dots
sooner,” says Venkata, “if someone had
seen the pattern emerging, they may have
been able to avoid the PR disaster they suf-
fered.”) Or what if our field sales teams
could deliver real-time information to
everyone in the organization?

This is why ECM is reaching first into
the large, geographically dispersed and,

frankly, better managed organizations that
have a greater stake and a longer view.
“Think about Coca-Cola,” says Brett
McIntyre, Vice President, Content and
Information Integration, IBM Corp. “Coca-
Cola has millions of dollars invested over
the years in creating TV ads and print
media. They could be just sitting there in
an archive. But they knew they had to use
this asset more effectively. So, naturally,
the marketing community was the first to
use this archive, to pull together images
and so forth. And that’s fine. From an oper-
ational standpoint, access to the archive
made it easier to create new ad campaigns.

“But it didn’t stop there,” McIntyre
observes. “Now a sales person can go into
that same archive and pull an image into a
sales proposal. And the legal department
can investigate a copyright issue. It’s the
availability of this (mostly) unstructured
data through its entire life cycle to multiple
people that brings the value to the organi-
zation from that asset.”

It takes a pretty savvy, mature manage-
ment to figure that out. Perceiving value,
leveraging assets, imagining the what if...—
this is grown-up territory. And there are
many, many ways to screw up along the way.
Call it growing pains, call it being burned,
but there is an underlying sense among the
leaders in the content management space
that the best customer is the slightly skepti-
cal, experienced one who has, and Ramana
Venkata described it, “felt the pain.”

Reality Still Bites
If it were that simple, everyone would

be enjoying double-digit growth and a
worry-free existence. But there’s that nag-
ging reality thing...

“From the research I’ve done, that num-
ber is a downturn.” Mike Schofield is refer-
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Reality Bites
How the Enterprise Content Management Market 

is Coping with its Growing Pains

Martyn Christian is talking about contra-
dictions:

“The biggest trend in Enterprise Content
Management is its expansion from produc-
tion-oriented solutions, toward a more per-
sonalized, customized, personal approach.
This has allowed ECM to be applied in sales
and marketing environments, for example,
where automation tools have been slow to
appear. This is why we can call it truly ‘en-
terprise’ in scope.”

He takes a pause. “However...” (here it
comes) “... reality bites. The economy has
put a huge spotlight on ROI and payback.
The justification has to come from adding
up all the savings in efficiencies from line-
of-business applications.”

Martyn is Senior Vice President,
Corporate Marketing, FileNET Corp. He’s
describing the tension now being felt
throughout an industry that is learning to
adjust to its own evolution. It’s an adoles-
cent’s lament, like when Britney whines that
she’s “not a girl, but not quite a woman.”
Make enough phone calls, and you’ll hear
people call Enterprise Content Management
anything from a new label for old wine, to the
ultimate expression of enterprise integration.

Depending on how you choose to read
it, they’re both right.
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ring to an Ovum projection that I men-
tioned, predicting a $7 billion ECM market
by 2006. Mike is Product Strategy Analysis
Director for IPD, a content management
solutions provider for the insurance indus-
try. “I heard $10 billion by 2004,” he says.

“Spending has been down, the third and
fourth quarters, especially. Between the
dot.com burnout and 9/11, it’s tough out
there. But we’re optimistic. Why? Because
we’re business-process focused. People are
saying ‘I’ve got all this content ... how do I
apply it to a process?’ Content by itself is
kind of useless. But the ability to merge the
functionality of content management and
business process to solve a problem...” Mike
drifts off. The dream of ECM hangs heavy in
the air. Nobody has to finish that sentence.

I think this is where the great conflict of
the day rests. This is the contradiction that
Martyn Christian pointed out, the one that
permeates the ECM market like a bad smell.
On one hand, everybody gets the value of
ECM on a strictly intellectual level. OF
COURSE it’s important to provide access to
unstructured data to everyone. OF COURSE
there’s value in leveraging this great sunk
asset to solve business problems. OF
COURSE you can improve business process-
es by creating free and easy interchange
among all the silos in your organization.

Now, just prove it.
“Two years ago, when people were flush

with cash, they bought everything that walked
through the door,” says Stratify’s Ramana
Venkata. “Now they’re looking around and
discovering their life isn’t any better ... they
just have a bigger IT department. No question
about it—making the business case is a lot
stricter now.” Most agree: “We’re not seeing
anyone buy with less than a two-year pay-
back,” says FileNET’s Christian. “At least,”
adds IPD’s Schofield.

So what’s the process for helping cus-
tomers create these ROIs? Martyn Christian
says there is an entirely new deployment
cycle at work, and it’s one which technolo-
gy vendors ignore at their peril.

“Three years ago,” Martyn explains,
“there would have been three line-of-busi-
ness departments that went in as one engage-
ment.” The professional services guys—the

consulting practices—would basically move
in and take up housekeeping. “And that
would have been considered Phase One.”

Now, it’s still a phased deployment, but
the phases are more defined and conserva-
tive. “Now they go into claims or creden-
tialing, for instance, and bite off one part.
They prioritize where they need to get
something done first. Thus, the first bill is
small, and targeted where it will get the
most benefit. That trend started Q2 last
year,” says Christian.

“I think there’s a shift away from point
solutions, but we’re just at the start of the
shift,” points out IBM’s McIntyre. “The
good news is that these people who are
doing point solutions are doing so with one
eye toward enterprise content management.
It’s a continuum. Everybody can now see
the need for structured data, text and docu-
ment management ... now what other busi-
ness problems do I have? Do I need quali-
ty checks from my customer service
efforts? Do I need rich media for training?
People gain experience from point solu-
tions ... I did it once, I did it twice, I get the
linkage now...”

Is this where most of the action is? “We
see the most growth in implementations
that have this enterprise view,” answers
McIntyre. “But don’t forget, it’s starting
from a smaller base. So, yes, people con-
tinue to spend on things that have a prov-
able return on investment—there are still
point sales—but now they have a broader
view toward what they need as infrastruc-
ture in place.”

Where We Are
Where does all this leave us, as we enter

the second quarter of 2002? One thing we
know for sure: it ain’t easy to hit a home-
run. ECM is not for the faint of heart.
AIIM, the venerable and nearly 60-year-
old association for all things content, has
placed its eggs in the ECM basket, primari-
ly because that’s where the highest need for
market education and support exists.

The vendors face the unenviable chal-
lenge of creating solutions that can be sold
as out-of-the-box as possible, yet meet the

levels of customization and personalized
service that a sophisticated Web-spoiled
marketplace now expects. (“The push
toward personalization outside the firewall
while increasing automation inside the fire-
wall is not antithetical,” asserts IPD’s
Schofield. “It’s just harder to do.”)

Also challenging the vendor side:
Demands to shift with the tide of increasing
customer knowledge and responsiveness
while remaining financially sound and well
managed will probably lead to more shaking
out—“survival of the fittest,” Martyn
Christian calls it. “All the same demands
that we saw with structured data—24/7 reli-
ability, scalability—are all coming true in
unstructured content, too,” says McIntrye.
“There was a time when, if you couldn’t get
a document for an hour, it was no big deal.
But now ... what are you going to say to a
customer—‘I can’t process your claim right
now. Please call back in a hour’?”

The professional services groups, as
vital to successful implementations as ever,
must learn to tightrope between the need to
create quick and responsive business solu-
tions from a palette of technology vendors
(despite trends toward consolidation, there
is still no such thing as a “one-stop ECM
vendor”) while imbuing the customer with
that elusive long-term enterprise view.

And the customer ... the customer. The
challenge facing him is to meet the fiduci-
ary reality that so often leads to short-term,
silo-ized quick fixes, while keeping one
eye trained on the long-term health of his
company’s fundamental infrastructure.
(The good news is that the customer—
that’s you, dear reader—is increasingly
knowledgeable and is starting to develop
calluses in all the right places.)

None of these current conditions is easy,
but none is hopeless either. As you read this
paper, consider this: there’s plenty of help,
and there’s abundant support. The pages of
this and other KMWorld White Papers are a
good place to start. The AIIM Conference
and Expo, March 5 - 8 in San Francisco is
another. So, the advice? Educate yourself,
understand the challenges facing both sides
of the vendor/customer coin, stay alive by
constantly proving the viability of your
projects and keep one eye on the consisten-
cy and repeatability of your business solu-
tions, and you’ll do just fine.   ❚

Andy Moore is an editor by profession and temperament, having
held senior editorial and publishing positions for more than two
decades. As a publication editor, Moore most recently was editor-in-
chief and co-publisher of KMWorld (formerly ImagingWorld)
Magazine.Moore now acts as a contract editorial consultant and con-
ference designer. As KMWorld’s Specialty Publishing Editorial Director,
Moore acts as chair for the current series of “Best Practices White
Papers,” overseeing editorial content, conducting market research and
writing the opening essays for each of the white papers in the series.

“The best customer is the slightly skeptical,

experienced one who has 'felt the pain'."



specify an organizational framework based on
the patterns and relationships implicit within
textual data.

Such a framework most often takes the
form of a topic hierarchy, an organized set of
topics relevant to the unstructured content.
Defining such topic hierarchies is the essen-
tial first step in managing unstructured data.
But it is a challenging step, for three main
reasons. First, these hierarchies often need to
be quite elaborate to be useful. Sorting hun-
dreds of thousands of documents into a hand-
ful of topics doesn’t much help someone
searching for the one key document among
them. While useful hierarchies often consist
of several hundred topics, we know of enter-
prises that have developed topic hierarchies
with thousands of nodes. Second, these hier-
archies must be closely tailored to the needs
of the intended user. In the business world,
this means that each enterprise must define a
hierarchy customized for its activities and
needs. Pre-defined hierarchies can serve as a
useful starting point, especially if they are
already customized for a given industry, but
an enterprise must usually customize them

further—the quality of the hierarchy largely
determines the quality of the information
delivered to end users. Third, defining a topic
hierarchy manually is a complicated and
highly subjective exercise, one which is diffi-
cult to coordinate across locations and
departments within an enterprise.

For all these reasons, any technology
vendor that aims to help companies manage
unstructured information should help them
build and maintain topic hierarchies.
Unfortunately, the technology available from
the 1990s has not addressed this issue for
customers. A content syndication company
told me of their struggles with a categoriza-
tion solution produced by another vendor. It
took eight of their employees working full
time for four months to produce a hierarchy
of 400 topics in the largely manual process
required by that solution. Building large
hierarchies manually can clearly become
cost-prohibitive very quickly.
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The Importance of
Hierarchy Building 
in Managing
Unstructured Data

Since the advent of the relational database,
enterprises have been able to manage struc-
tured data effectively through the thousands
of applications that enhance company opera-
tions. Unstructured data—the 85% of corpo-
rate content that doesn’t fit neatly into the rows
and columns of a database—is far more diffi-
cult to manage, as it is scattered throughout
documents, emails, and web pages. Applica-
tions remain largely unable to exploit un-
structured data, depriving decision-makers of
valuable business insights and wasting count-
less hours in fruitless searches.

Companies need a platform for managing
unstructured data that will enable their
employees to find and use textual information
as easily as they can now call up last quarter’s
revenues. Integrating such functionality with-
in content management systems, enterprise
portals, intranets, search engines and even
business applications helps companies use
their intellectual capital more effectively.
Businesses can recoup their investments in
these technologies by creating a consistent
and customized organizational framework
and automating the process of classifying
unstructured data into this framework.

Importance of Hierarchies
Unstructured data, by definition, is not

created within a pre-determined framework,
such as a database schema. To organize
unstructured content and ease its interpreta-
tion, an external framework must be applied
retroactively. Classification, whether manu-
al or automatic, is the process of applying
the new framework to the data.

The role of technology in managing struc-
tured and unstructured data differs in one crit-
ical way. In both cases, technology needs to
manage both the data and the frameworks that
organize it. For structured data, the key job of
technology is to store and retrieve the data
safely and securely. Database schemas pro-
vide the necessary framework to achieve
these goals. For unstructured data, the pri-
mary technological challenge is to extract and
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Automatic Hierarchy Generation
Building a hierarchy involves both defin-

ing a set of topics and organizing them into a
hierarchical tree. Defining topics requires
communicating their meaning to whatever
person or technology will classify docu-
ments into them. Simple text descriptions
allow human editors to understand what a
given topic is about, but automatic classifica-
tion systems require more specialized topic
definitions. Keyword-based systems define
topics with sets of keyword queries.
Statistical classification systems use sets of
example documents to define topics.
Because building keyword queries or collect-
ing sets of example documents can be labor
intensive, any automatic classification sys-
tem should help its administrators define top-
ics and assemble them into a hierarchy.

Several techniques can automatically
generate hierarchies, but they each follow a
similar pattern. First, a set of representative
documents is collected. Using these docu-
ments, the automatic technique in question
produces a list of significant topics and
arranges them in relation to each other.
Human administrators then adjust the
resulting hierarchy manually.

Each of these steps is important. The
more accurately the sample documents rep-
resent those that the classification system
will handle in practice, the better the result-
ing hierarchy will be. While the quality of
the approach used to generate the hierarchy
is obviously important, no automatically
generated hierarchy will be perfect, and
human administrators must have the ability
to revise the suggested hierarchy. In prac-
tice, this means a rich set of tools must sup-
port the hierarchy editing process, helping
administrators to both diagnose problems
and solve them.

Keyword identification—One approach
to automatic topic identification is to look for
significant words or phrases among the input
documents. Each word or phrase becomes a
topic in the resulting hierarchy. One advantage
of this approach is that the words or phrases can
be used as the titles of the topics. On the other
hand, it often has trouble distinguishing distinc-
tive words, such as "football," from less distinc-
tive words like "play." It also struggles to identi-
fy broader topics not easily described by single
words or phrases. For example, identifying
“sports” as a topic is very difficult for this
approach, as documents about sports almost
never contain the word “sports.” This approach
also struggles to organize topics into a hierarchy,
as it is hard to define the relationships between
single words or phrases non-arbitrarily.

Clustering—Instead of identifying indi-
vidual words or phrases, clustering looks for
broad statistical similarities among docu-
ments and forms groups, or clusters, of docu-
ments that share many significant words or
phrases. Each cluster then becomes a sample

set of representative documents for a given
topic, defining it through example. Clustering
is an effective tool for organizing a large
number of documents, especially when each
document is about a single topic.

Clustering methods can produce a topic
hierarchy. The clustering algorithm can build
a hierarchy simply by observing and making
explicit the hierarchical relationships
between larger and smaller clusters. This
process can proceed in two different ways. A
top-down approach divides the sample set of
documents into smaller and smaller groups
until the lowest-level topics are defined,
while a bottom-up approach aggregates
small clusters into larger and larger groups
until the highest-level topics are defined.

The two approaches to clustering docu-
ments have different strengths and weak-
nesses. The top-down approach is better at
producing crisp top-level distinctions, but it
can miss important low-level topics. A mis-
take in allocating documents at a high level
in the topic hierarchy can split up documents
that might otherwise form a very coherent
lower-level group. Conversely, the bottom-
up approach to clustering is better at defin-
ing all the significant low-level topics, but it
can produce obscure high-level topics.

No matter which approach is used, clus-
tering software typically adjusts the initial
hierarchy by moving documents to different
clusters to increase overall coherence.  The
Stratify Hierarchy Builder makes special
efforts to produce coherent topics. If a sam-
ple document does not fit neatly into any
existing topic and there are not enough sim-
ilar documents to justify creating a new
topic, it is designated as an outlier and not
placed in any cluster. Conversely, if a given
document has content related to two differ-
ent topics, the hierarchy builder will place
the document in both clusters.

Human Control

No automatic hierarchy-building technol-
ogy is perfect, and there is no current substi-
tute for the judgment of a person familiar
with the information needs of an enterprise.
This means that human administrators need
to be able to review and alter an automatical-
ly generated concept hierarchy. In this way,
the speed of machine computation can com-
bine with human judgment to produce a cus-
tomized topic hierarchy quickly.

At Stratify, we chose to pursue a bottom-
up approach to clustering precisely because it
is more amenable to human review. Bottom-
up clustering does a better job of capturing all
significant groupings of documents. As a
result, tuning a hierarchy generated by bot-
tom-up clustering most often means adjusting
the position of an already well-defined topic
in a hierarchy. This is a far easier task than
constructing a missing topic from documents

scattered among other clusters, as top-down
clustering approaches require.

Meaningful human review requires a set
of software tools with at least three capabili-
ties. First, the tools must allow administrators
to manipulate the topics within the hierarchy
and individual documents within topic clus-
ters. Second, the tools should provide insights
into why the clustering software acted as it
did, so it can be adjusted accordingly. Third,
the tools should allow administrators to con-
trol how many topics are automatically gener-
ated. This is a question of goals, not fact. In
examining a wide variety of document collec-
tions and both human- and machine-generat-
ed hierarchies, Stratify researchers have found
that there are always further meaningful sub-
divisions of a document corpus until there are
only two or three closely-related documents
per cluster. The needs of a business, not the
structure innate in its documents, must there-
fore determine the right number of topics.

Effective management of unstructured
data—and the effective deployment of con-
tent management systems, intranets, and
search engines—requires a well-designed
topic hierarchy. Such a hierarchy enables
documents and data feeds to be classified in
real time to allow employees to find the
information they need to do their jobs. But
the sheer variety of the information needs of
a large company means that building a func-
tioning topic hierarchy for an automatic clas-
sification system is often a labor-intensive
and expensive process. Any unstructured
data management solution must therefore
largely automate the hierarchy building
process. Neither clustering nor keyword
identification can fully automate this
process, so human editors must be able to
refine an automatically generated hierarchy
through a set of software tools. Solutions that
automate repetitive tasks and allow effective
human review can minimize the work of edi-
tors. In the end, the quality of its topic hier-
archy determines how successfully a compa-
ny can manage unstructured data.   ❚

Stratify (formerly PurpleYogi) is the emerging leader in unstruc-
tured data management software. The Stratify Discovery System is a
complete enterprise software platform that helps companies automate
the process of organizing, classifying and presenting the business-criti-
cal, unstructured information that is usually found in documents, pre-
sentations and Web pages.By structuring previously difficult-to-organ-
ize information,Stratify software technology increases the value of exist-
ing corporate applications such as enterprise search engines, news
aggregation services, customer relationship management (CRM), sales
force automation tools (SFA),content management software,document
management systems and corporate portals in various industries.

Founded in September 1999, Stratify is a privately held company
that has received funding from Mobius Venture Capital (formerly Softbank
Venture Capital), In-Q-Tel, Intel Capital, H&Q Asia Pacific/At India and
Skyblaze Ventures LLC. Named as one of The Red Herring 100 for 2001,
Stratify is headquartered in Mountain View, CA. For more information
about Stratify,please visit http://www.stratify.com/.
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vantage,” claims Andy Warzecha, senior ana-
lyst at the META Group.1

Most enterprises reap substantial bene-
fits when they incorporate the Web into
their business by exposing parts of their
business processes and relevant informa-
tion to participants in their business opera-
tions. For instance, when a policyholder
participates in the claims process by pro-
viding information necessary to move the
claim toward resolution, the organization
benefits from a lower transaction cost and
increased customer satisfaction. It also
makes sense for an insurance company to
allow others, such as agents or business
partners, to participate in the claims
process. Exposing business processes to
both the policyholder as well as other par-
ties, and incorporating unstructured con-
tent, such as scanned police reports, photo-
graphs from claims adjustors or e-mail cor-
respondence with agents and policyhold-
ers, dramatically improves the efficiency of
the claims process.

ECM tools ensure that business-critical
information is delivered to the right people
at the right time. Business processes within
an enterprise are not hindered, and unstruc-
tured content and sources of information
are integrated in a holistic, single view, pro-
viding the opportunity to make valuable
business decisions.

Role of Process Management
As Web-enabled business practices and

process, plus unstructured content become
more complex, key demands such as the
need for centrally managed, enterprisewide
content management will continue to sus-
tain the ECM market. Additionally, today’s
enterprises are recognizing the need for
more elaborate workflow or eProcess and
business process management features
found in ECM solutions. Enterprises that
once concentrated on building a Web site
quickly realized the inadequacy of WCM

systems, and that having a Web front alone
was not enough. To compensate, signifi-
cant resources were spent to develop cus-
tom workflow and Business Process
Management solutions to support growing
business requirements. This need for a less
costly, more complete package solution is
driving demand for ECM offerings.

In today’s environment, competitive
companies must remain agile—quick to
adapt. Flexibility for changing business
needs and evolving business practices will
continue to be a market driver. Market
leaders in the ECM arena include tradition-
al document and content management ven-
dors, as well as a number of new players.
According to IDC’s ranking of worldwide
content and document application software
vendors, FileNET is recognized as the mar-
ket leader, eclipsing the next largest vendor
in revenue by more than 50%.2 The rank-
ing reviews revenue and market share for
1998 to 2000.

When ECM Makes Sense 
for Your Business

Requirements for an ECM solution
depend on the specific business challenges
of an enterprise. A thorough assessment of
an enterprise’s specific business processes or
application is necessary before undertaking
an ECM system. Ask yourself the following
questions to determine if your organization
could benefit from an ECM solution:
◆ Does your enterprise execute business

processes, and more importantly exceptions,
in a well-organized, efficient manner?

◆ Does your organization effectively use
the information it collects via the Web or
in paper form by delivering it to the ap-
propriate people in a format they can eas-
ily and quickly use?
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Conquering Business
Challenges with ECM:
The Agile and Efficient
Corporation

In today’s information economy, content is
more dynamic, more complex, and shared
by more people throughout the enterprise
than ever before. A desire to leverage this
content across the enterprise and with cus-
tomers is no longer a nicety for competitive
differentiation—it is now a requirement of
doing business. The challenge of managing
content across the enterprise has become in-
creasingly clear—as well as the necessity
and benefit of integrating that content with
business processes.

Most recently, Enterprise Content
Management (ECM) emerged as the defin-
itive term to describe the next evolution in
the document and content technologies
market. Within ECM, the business require-
ments of the entire enterprise are consid-
ered, including business processes and the
key role of unstructured content in busi-
ness. ECM solutions promise to deliver
what other previous technologies could
not—substantial business value.

ECM Delivers Business Value
As more enterprises look to the Web to

conduct their business, ECM solutions
become even more critical. In order to stay
competitive, enterprises must improve
their business processes on the Web by
making what happens behind the click
more effective and efficient. ECM tech-
nologies offer enterprises the ability to
streamline business processes, link people
who participate in those processes via the
Web, and leverage unstructured content as
a strategic asset.

“Organizations that can best leverage
their intellectual assets (i.e., content) will be
best positioned to run efficiently (e.g., avoid
duplicated efforts, exploiting best practices,
identifying/leveraging subject matter
experts, exposing the information employ-
ees, partners, and consumers need to make
decisions); those not moving into this model
will increasingly be at a competitive disad-
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Since joining FileNET in
1997, Lee Roberts, CEO
and Chairman, has led
the company’s
transformation from a
leading document
management supplier
to one of the industry’s
top Business Process
Management provider
companies. He has
made his mark with a
number of initiatives
aimed at leveraging

FileNET’s extensive customer base, global marketing
presence and vast research and development resources.
Under his leadership, the company has launched two
new core products families—Panagon and Brightspire,
and added industry-focused applications to its
offerings. Roberts joined FileNET after 20 years at IBM
in a variety of sales, marketing, product management
and general management roles.

Lee Roberts

CEO and Chairman

By Martyn Christian, Senior Vice President, Corporate Marketing, FileNET Corp.
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◆ Is your enterprise able to bring together
information from various sources such as
correspondences sent in by the customer,
statements, and information exchanged
between businesses, and make it available
in a timely manner to the appropriate
people within your organization?

◆ If the Web plays a role in your business,
do you allow external participants to in-
teract in your business processes?

If the above questions are issues that

you struggle with today, a well-implement-

ed ECM software offering can deliver real

answers to your business requirements.

ECM enables enterprises to adapt faster to

the growing business need for dealing with

valuable content. As the speed of business

transactions and volume of content contin-

ue to accelerate, enterprises must act

quickly, and explore ECM initiatives to
stay competitive.   ❚

FileNET delivers the Substance Behind eBusiness™ by optimiz-
ing an organization’s business processes and associated content to
deliver a competitive advantage, maximum efficiency and increased
profitability.For more information on FileNET's business process man-
agement solutions, visit www.FileNET.com
1 META Group Electronic Business Strategies, Enterprise Content

Management, March 5, 2001
2 IDC Document and Content Technologies Market Forecast and

Analyst Summary, 2001-2005, August 2001

Interpolis N.V., one the largest insurers in The Netherlands,
has based much of its success on its pioneering “work anywhere”
business model - where every employee is expected to be able to
work from any location with no designated desk or work area.
This forward thinking management approach required a commit-
ment to implement the technology necessary to make the model
work. The most critical of these technologies was FileNET’s
enterprise content management solution with easy network-based
access and full cross-indexing capabilities to minimize content
retrieval time. 

The Challenge
With international operations in Luxembourg, Ireland and

Portugal and an employment force of nearly 5,000, Interpolis
offers a wide range of life, health, and property and casualty
insurance plans. The company boasts total annual revenue
exceeding $3.5 billion and $13 billion in assets under manage-
ment. Along with this size has come a proportionally sized -
and growing - stack of paper documents. The company recent-
ly estimated that if their documents were placed in a single pile,
that pile would reach a height of 9.3 miles. The problems this
paper resource presented included its management cost, a fig-
ure rapidly approaching the $2 million mark, and the fact that
retrieving documents was becoming increasingly difficult and
time-consuming.

Realizing that these issues would only increase because the
volume of documents was growing at the rate of 20 percent each
year, Interpolis looked to minimize their content management
costs and improve their “work anywhere” operation model.

The FileNET Solution
After reviewing a wide range of content management

solutions, Interpolis selected a suite of FileNET enterprise
content management products, including Panagon Capture
Professional, Panagon IDM Web Desktop and Panagon Visual
WorkFlo. The selection was based on the breadth of the
Panagon offerings that will allow them to seamlessly enhance
their enterprise content management solution as requirements
change. Equally important was the fact that the solution is
Internet-based and therefore supports access by any authorized
employee, in any country. 

Another benefit of the Panagon choice was its support for
Extensible Markup Language (XML) industry standards. The
Panagon solution makes it possible to support any document data-
base Interpolis might create in the future, as well as those systems
of companies that it may merge with or acquire. 

Interpolis’ enterprise content management solution stores
paper documents, photographs, audio recordings, video images
and images created in a wide range of office productivity appli-
cations such as Microsoft Word, Excel, PowerPoint, or Outlook.

The Bottom Line

Besides eliminating paper documents, improving the pro-
ductivity of its work-anywhere staff, and slashing overhead
costs, the Panagon solution also is enabling Interpolis to main-
tain a far more comprehensive content repository than its pre-
vious paper-based system allowed. 

The benefits of the company’s content management solution
are so comprehensive that Interpolis established a repository with
a capacity of more than 70 million documents that will be rolled
out, enterprise-wide, to more than 3000 employees. When the
roll-out is complete, the insurer projects saving of $1 million in
costs previously allocated for maintaining its paper-based
resource, and another $500,000 annually in productivity savings
attributable to an elimination of wait-time for employees to
retrieve needed documents - a total return on investment of $1.5
million per year.

Other productivity savings accrue due to Interpolis’
unprecedented ability to link documents to multiple files with
hyperlinks. In addition, any single document can now be used
concurrently by any number of staff requiring access to its con-
tents. In the company’s former, paper-based approach, this was
not possible.

In summary, the FileNET enterprise content management
solution has empowered Interpolis to meet its objectives of
streamlining content management and access, minimizing the
overhead costs of doing so, and dramatically enhancing the capa-
bilities of its “work anywhere” operational model.

Enabling a “Work Anywhere” Business Model 



gle, personalized point of access to multiple
types of information from any device, wired
or wireless. These advancements meet one
of the primary goals of companies doing
business on the Web—making relevant
information easily accessible to employees,
business partners and customers, while driv-
ing profits in the process.

The Bekins Company is a good example
of a business extending its Web site content
and applications to prospective customers
by way of the portal. The trucking company
recently launched a Web-based shipping and
tracking system to make inventory visible to
subcontractors, who can then use a Web
browser to view and bid for a job. By giving
customers direct access into the company’s
inventory-management system, Bekins is
able to make better decisions about invento-
ry replenishment.

As Web portals rapidly evolve into a
single point of access for e-commerce, col-
laboration and a host of other business
services, they are dependent on a number
of factors:
◆ Personalized delivery of content: Giving

people the ability to search for and have
access to digital information (including
images, audio and video) and applications
specific to their functions.

◆ Real-time collaboration services: Includ-
ing instant messaging, discussion areas,
group calendars, task tracking and shared
document libraries with check-in/check-
out services.

◆ Integrated applications: Bringing together
enterprise applications, digitized content,
Web sites, e-mail, workflow integration,
extensive search capabilities, and more.
A critical component for a portal strate-

gy is an infrastructure that can support
broad information integration for the enter-
prise portal, relational databases, business
intelligence, and enterprise content man-
agement applications. For developers, it
should enable rapid portal application
development and deployment. With a sin-
gle, solid infrastructure, portal creation and
administration are unified across the enter-
prise, which lowers deployment and main-
tenance costs.

IBM’s Portal Strategy
The IBM Portal Strategy provides the

vision and focus of IBM’s investment and
offerings in the portal market. This strategy
is centered around a single portal platform
for customers to start simple and grow fast
for maximum business agility. Our goal is to
provide an end-to-end portal solution for our
customers, which can be implemented in a
modular fashion as their needs for employee,
partner, customer and supplier portals
evolve. This strategy includes creating addi-
tional value from existing investments in
enterprise applications, data and security.

The IBM Portal strategy centers around
the following key elements:
◆ One Size Doesn’t Fit All—IBM recog-

nizes that not all portal needs are the
same. With the introduction of the Web-
Sphere Portal Family, IBM was the first
to deliver a three-tiered set of offerings
that provides maximum flexibility for
portal implementations. Flexibility with
regard to the type of portal being built
(E2E, B2E, B2B, B2C) and flexibility in
the types of components used to construct
the portal.  Some organizations need all
the parts, some need only a few, some are
going to start small and have require-
ments to grow. Some customers have a
need to deploy several portal implemen-
tations, each with different requirements
but all from the same framework. The
WebSphere Portal Family offers this flex-
ibility of choice.

◆ Best of Breed Technologies Across IBM—
IBM has combined the best of breed por-
tal technologies from all IBM Software
Group brands—Lotus, WebSphere, Tivoli,
and Data Management—into a single
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The Powerful Combination of
Enterprise Portal and Content
Management Infrastructure
Creating a Dynamic Portal Experience

As organizations move their critical busi-
ness functions online, a key to pulling to-
gether information in many different for-
mats from many different databases and
applications is the effective use of a portal.

The Web portal’s enduring value has
moved far beyond merely facilitating infor-
mation to delivering services that connect
people to content via integrated applica-
tions. One click of a mouse can now set off
a whole series of activities, from authentica-
tion to credit checking to order processing
to shipment—masses of transactions that
are driven through the end-to-end e-busi-
ness world.

For example, an insurance underwriter
using a portal-based system can have all her
key applications (company cases, manuals,
claims forms, image files, etc.) available in
one place. Pulling together relevant informa-
tion and making it easily accessible gives her
a full picture of policy coverage and claims
history instantaneously. All of the time and
effort she previously put into searching for
the appropriate information and people she
can now use to focus on her work.

Major improvements in portal technolo-
gy in the last 24 months, including integra-
tion software that links a portal’s users to an
enterprise’s digital assets, give users a sin-
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By Larry Bowden and Brett McIntyre, IBM

”The Web portal’s enduring value has 

moved far beyond merely facilitating 

information to delivering services.”
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family of offerings that can not be
matched by other vendors. This simplifies
the understanding and access to the criti-
cal components required to sufficiently
power a wide variety of e-Business portal
applications. Offerings include: a database
engine to handle transactions, integration
middleware to access content and appli-
cations, collaboration tools to connect
people, community tools to organize
groups, development framework to cus-
tomize and create  the experience, and per-
vasive computing tools to support mo-
bile/wireless usage.

◆ Horizontal Framework—The IBM Web-
Sphere Portal is a horizontal framework
that addresses the varying portal needs of
organizations. For example B2E or E2E
portals may focus on enterprise applica-
tion integration, community development
and peer collaboration; B2B portals on
extranet security and vertical utility; B2C
portals on scalability, transaction han-
dling and customer retention, and quality
of service. Organizations find that their
needs dictate multiple portal implemen-
tations to serve multiple needs. To address
these varying requirements IBM is deliv-
ering a portal framework to create a plat-
form with enough breadth to serve the
current, emerging, and anticipated re-
quirements of the market. This ensures an
organization’s ability to extract additional
value from their existing infrastructure
and investments in technical skills.

◆ Extensibility—WebSphere Portal Family
allows organizations to start simple and
grow fast. In addition to the core set of of-
ferings, customers can customize their por-
tal solution by adding specific modules or
products from across IBM or our partners
to any of the offerings. This is possible due
to IBM’s commitment to support open
standards such as Web Services, JAVA, and
XML Additions to the core set of offerings
may include advanced search and discov-
ery, taxonomies and categorization, ex-
pertise location, mobile/wireless support,
enterprise content management enterprise
application integration and system per-
formance and distribution.

◆ Portlets—Portlets are the content delivery
vehicle for portals. IBM is committed to de-
livering the widest range of portlets possi-
ble to provide easy integration and flexi-
bility for customers. Portlets are delivered
from IBM, Lotus, business partners and
ISVs. Custom portlets can also be created
by customers and partners using a variety
of standards-based development tools.
They access, filter and format both content

and applications to provide a personalized
view of content for individuals and com-
munities. The net effect is a portal experi-
ence that accommodates the content re-
quirements of virtually any portal
application whether it be legacy, collabo-
rative, transactional, news feed or Internet-
based content.

Enterprise Content Management 
(ECM) with Portals

Integrated ECM infrastructure is new,
but content management technology goes
back over a decade. In the previous gener-
ation, a content repository typically was
optimized for one specific type of content,
one specific type of application and user
population, and often even a specific hard-
ware and software platform. Documents,
Web content, and rich media lived in sepa-
rate, nonintersecting worlds. Even the sin-
gle content type we now call “documents”
required separate repositories to manage
scanned images, revisable office docu-
ments, and computer output—and still oth-
ers for Web content, color photography,
digital audio and video.

The transition from business to e-busi-
ness has not simply broken down the bound-
aries between content types. In the e-busi-
ness era, compartmentalization of informa-
tion in application-specific silos is no longer
a viable business option. What an integrated
infrastructure provides is unified access,
searching and personalization across its
entire range of support repositories.

The evolution of enterprise content man-
agement, from technology embedded in dis-
parate point solutions to infrastructure acces-
sible to any application, is consistent with the
larger trend in data management, business
process management, and Web application
architecture. All have common key elements
of the new e-business infrastructure.

ECM springs from the recognition that
enterprise information portals depend not
only on static Web content, but also on

dynamic business data, customer state-
ments, e-learning media, and business
records as well. Web content, documents,
and rich media assets share numerous man-
agement requirements including distributed
mass storage, access control, rights manage-
ment, version control and efficient delivery
to standard Web browsers. Since even small
businesses have quickly collected huge vol-
umes of digital content, the ability to search
that content and deliver personalized content
to the user is a requirement for improving
employee productivity.

It only makes sense to leverage a com-
mon portal and content management infra-
structure for these functions. Companies
can no longer afford a separate software
interface to each type of content or applica-
tion—it is just too expensive from a sup-
port and training perspective. They demand
simple integrated access to all information
through a common interface that is dynam-
ically personalized for each user’s require-
ments. An infrastructure approach to ECM
allows similar economies of scale: applica-
tions across the enterprise can leverage
common platforms and peripherals, lower-
ing the total cost of ownership—not only
hardware and software, but system admin-
istration, training, and custom development
as well. Through the integration of portal
and enterprise content management infra-
structure, new e-business initiatives can
cost-effectively take advantage of the full
range of enterprise content, and legacy con-
tent can be easily portal-enabled for secure,
personalized delivery to customers, part-
ners, and employees across the enterprise.

IBM’s ECM Infrastructure Strategy
IBM was not only the first company to

offer a suite of repositories for all types of
content, including rich digital media, but was
the first to offer federated search across dis-
parate content repositories using a single
query and API. Today, IBM continues to
unify its enterprise content management
offering—Content Manager stores images,

”Organizations find their needs dictate 

multiple portal implementations 

to serve multiple needs.”



rich media, and revisable documents—while
embracing today’s Web-centric Java archi-
tectures and integrating ECM with other
IBM infrastructure technologies, including
WebSphere, DB2, Lotus and Tivoli.

IBM’s Content Manager portfolio
meets the definitions of infrastructure in a
way no other supplier can match:
◆ Functional Completeness—IBM Con-

tent Manager repositories, tools, and ISV
partner solutions manage all forms of
content, from documents to Web content
to rich media.

◆ Scalability—IBM Content Manager
servers scale from PCs to mainframes,
from departments to entire enterprises
serving thousands of concurrent users,
with millions of pages online, and storage
distributed over the network.

◆ Information Integration—IBM pro-
vides a unified integration layer across all
content formats and supported reposito-
ries—including third-party repositories—
so applications don’t have to worry about
the details of the underlying content store,
and users can perform federated search
across multiple content sources.

◆ Openness—IBM allows any application,
even those of competitors, to access its

content through published, supported
APIs. IBM’s Content Manager infra-
structure supports document and Web
content repositories from FileNET and
Documentum, Oracle databases and Mi-
crosoft mail systems, in addition to IBM’s
own competing components.

◆ Market Acceptance—IBM enterprise
content management is integrated with
leading ISV solutions, from Siebel for
CRM and SAP for ERP to Ancept and VIP
for streaming video and e-learning, to In-
terwoven, Presence Online, and Open Mar-
ket for Web content management.

◆ Complementary Infrastructure Compo-
nents—IBM is a world-class infrastructure
company, and our ECM infrastructure
strongly leverages the capabilities of other
IBM infrastructure product families in-
cluding WebSphere, DB2, Lotus and Tivoli.

Powerful Business Results
Of course, in today’s economy it is even

more important to leverage technology to
create positive business results. Best of
breed technology, integrated infrastructure
and lower support costs certainly make life
easier for an IT department, but the true

justification demands specific and tangible
business results. Implementing an integrat-
ed enterprise content management and por-
tal infrastructure can certainly deliver
results this year and beyond, producing an
attractive return on investment. Some of
the benefits include:
◆ Customer loyalty and responsiveness, to

customers via the Web or the phone, to
B2B trading partners, and to the rapidly
shifting requirements of the e-business
environment. Speed of information access
and delivery is the name of the game to-
day, to keep customers engaged, trading
partners informed, and e-business models
agile and efficient.

◆ Productivity, saving employees countless
hours of searching for documents they
need in their daily work, eliminating re-
creation of photographic and rich media
content that simply cannot be found, and
allowing existing content to be repur-
posed on the Web for e-business. Distance
learning based on rich digital content rep-
resents a huge cost savings in travel and
employee downtime, and linking enter-
prise content with Web content manage-
ment tools dramatically streamlines the
maintenance of company Web sites and
portals while eliminating the Webmaster
bottleneck.

◆ Security, access control and rights man-
agement, safeguarding the privacy of cus-
tomer information as well as the man-
ageability of content through the business
process, through consistent, centrally
managed policies and business rules. As
digital content increasingly becomes the
“product”—not just the means—of e-
business, ECM and portal infrastructure
will allow rights management technology
to protect and enhance intellectual prop-
erty value across disparate content types
and applications.

◆ Lower total cost of ownership, the result of
sharing storage peripherals and ECM soft-
ware across multiple applications, reduced
system integration, simplified administra-
tion and maintenance, and standardized ac-
cess for users across the company. But this
requires an ECM and portal infrastructure
that is enterprise-scalable, integrated across
heterogeneous systems and content types,
functionally complete, and flexible enough
to handle rapidly changing business re-
quirements.   ❚

For more information on IBM WebSphere Portal Solutions visit:
http://www.ibm.com/websphere/portalfamily

For more information on IBM Content Manager Solutions visit:
http://www.ibm.com/software/data/cm/
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Several traditional digital management technologies, such as document , Web 

content and rich media management, have converged under a single umbrella—

Enterprise Content Management. The combination allows corporations to apply any 

type of content to improve overall business processes and increase the individual 

effectiveness of their knowledge workers.
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interface whether you are submitting content,
checking rights availability or interfacing
with an ERP system.

Integrating the supply chain enables a
complete, end-to-end solution for applica-
tions such as on-demand services (video,
audio, games). Personalization and cus-
tomer relationship management capabili-
ties further convert digital assets into rev-
enue streams by intelligently presenting
content of interest to consumers based on
previous purchases.

MeTV
MeTV is the leading On-Demand servic-

es provider on the Internet. They offer a
wide variety of programming, including
many feeds from other countries in foreign
languages, music, sporting events, and
movies. They are unique in that a full length,
full screen movie can be watched anytime

on-demand, rather than waiting for the next
scheduled show time.

Cytura personalizes the menus for
MeTV, enables the streaming of entertain-
ment, and interfaces to back-end systems
that process the transactions. Contenuity
can also present content in any language
that increases the market for MeTV servic-
es to a worldwide audience.

Digital Dailies
Contenuity has also been used in pro-

duction scenarios where “digital dailies”
play an important role in viewing the pre-
vious day’s filming and planning the next
steps of production.

For the better part of the last century,
filmmakers viewed dailies in a room on a
large projection screen.

With the acceptance of video, they began
watching dailies on television monitors,
reducing their dependence on the fixed
screening room. The browser-based Digital
Dailies technology is the latest innovation to
empower filmmakers.

Digital Dailies saves time and money
by making the video quickly available and
universally accessible. Films that are shot
on location can still be viewed at the studio
or anywhere key decision makers happen
to be at the time. Production costs are
reduced by compressing the film-and-
review cycle.

The creative process is one of looking at
material, commenting on it, and then
changing it, over and over until the desired
end product results.

Contenuity’s roles and policies allow
users to be defined that can view, modify,
approve and publish any type of content.
Contenuity also captures the metadata
associated with the digital dailies, such as
scene, camera, time and date, title, cast and
other relevant information. It also allows
frames to be tagged to jump to a particular
frame or display only certain frames to
individuals based on the roles and policies
that have been defined.

The Cytura Digital Dailies infrastruc-
ture facilitates this type of collaboration by
distributing the dailies, capturing the com-
ments and supporting the workflow
process in a very cost-effective way. By
intelligently applying technology to the
current standards of filmmaking, we can
open up new efficiencies.   ❚

Cytura is a leader in assisting Enterprise Customers, Independent
Software Vendors and Solution Integrators,across all industries,solve the
complex issue they have with managing distributed and disparate infor-
mation.Cytura provides comprehensive solutions for creating, aggregat-
ing, managing, and distributing all types of content assets on a global
scale.Cytura’s flagship product,Contenuity™ integrates content manage-
ment,document management and digital asset management into a sin-
gle enterprise platform. For more information, call (877) 929-8872 or
visit http://www.cytura.com

Powering the Digital
Content Supply Chain

The entertainment industry is known for its
creative genius, but is somewhat challenged
to organize and manage the content it cre-
ates. It is now awakening to the advantages
of using sophisticated management tools to
categorize, track, and syndicate content and
is moving toward a true digital supply chain.

Cytura’s Contenuity™ V4 integration
platform, which combines content man-
agement, document management and digi-
tal asset management into a single enter-
prise content management solution, has
been selected by Microsoft Consulting
Services as the “Digital Dashboard” and
underlying platform solution that ties
together the components of the entertain-
ment digital supply chain. 

With an integration platform that pro-
vides workflow, personalization and security,
this system can be leveraged in all areas of
the digital supply chain. Contenuity provides
a consistent, non-technical graphical user

By Doug Coulter, Cytura

Browser-based Digital Dailies user interface



Transaction Processing
Although ECM concepts are rapidly

eclipsing earlier business models and tech-
nologies for creating, storing, and delivering
information, transaction processing remains
at the heart of any insurance company’s mis-
sion-critical activities. Examples of these
processes include claims adjudication and
exception processing, enrollments, medical
review, underwriting, management of agent
and provider relationships and customer
service operations. For an insurance compa-
ny, these processes produce and in many
ways constitute a company’s actual end-
product. ECM strategies should be used to
enhance and extend these processes in ways
that create highly innovative competitive,
service and financial advantages.

Marriage of Process and Content
Work process management, or more

simply “workflow,” is a core enabling tech-
nology that touches virtually all corners of
insurance business operations. By the same
token, “content” that is submitted by an
insurance company’s customers, agents,
brokers, and providers, and that is created
by internal staff, represents crucial infor-
mation that facilitates these processes. 

As such, technologies that manage con-
tent also enable your business operations,
but it is difficult to imagine an insurer’s
ability to fulfill its objectives in the absence
of the processes that use the information.

“Process-centric Content Management” is
in essence the marriage of process and con-
tent, as well as the marriage of Work Process
Management and Content Management tech-
nologies. It brings the most critical functional-
ity from both disciplines to bear on an insur-
ance company’s single most important goal:
the efficient processing of customer transac-
tions. Moreover, recognizing the important
interrelationships of process and content, it
does so in a seamless, integrated fashion.

For example, when a step within a health
insurance company’s claims adjudication

process requires additional external informa-
tion, Process-centric Content Management
invokes Work Process Management func-
tionality to automatically request it from the
physician. When these medical records are
ready for review, it calls upon ECM to auto-
matically provide the information to a
Medical Director

Process-centric Content Management
focuses exclusively on the tasks and activi-
ties within your business operations, apply-
ing Work Process Management and ECM
to each transaction and supplying content
appropriate to each processing step. To bet-
ter understand the benefits that Process-
centric Content Management can bring to
your organization, it is helpful to explore
each of the underlying concepts uniquely.

Content
Within the context of insurance business

operations, content represents all of the
information that may need to be called upon
to complete a transaction. The documents
your customers submit to your organization,
such as paper claim forms, are one example
of content, but so, too, are their EDI and
Internet equivalents. The information that
claims processors review in the adjudication
of these claims—such as associated medical
records—also represents content, as do the
internal processing manuals to which staff
members often refer to for guidance. Even
data produced as output from legacy pro-
cessing systems provides a relevant example
of content, as do each of the following: ‘cus-
tomer’ documents, electronic claims, corre-
spondence, booklets, manuals and guide-
lines, brochures and directories, regulations,
Web pages, phone calls, computer outputs,
plan publications, medical records, con-
tracts and reports.

As the types, variety, and sheer quantity of
content rapidly increase, content management
capabilities become a strategic necessity to
support high volumes and thousands of users.
As demonstrated by the prior examples, the
business purposes for content increasingly
overlap, with most information functioning as
a part of multiple business processes.

Enablement of Real-Life 
Business Process

If “content” represents the complete
range of information used within an opera-
tion, Enterprise Content Management
enables its application to real-life business
processes. Unlike traditional document man-
agement—which provides storage and
retrieval for primarily paper-based and a few
electronic types of documents—ECM
expands the files that can be managed with-
in content repositories to include hundreds of
different types, including: paper documents,
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Keeping Processing 
in the Game
Process-Centric Enterprise Content Management for Insurance

As fast as the competitive, regulatory, and
technological underpinnings of information
management are moving these days, one thing
is moving even faster: the proliferation of new
ways to conceptualize, model and describe
these changes with new phrases and
acronyms. Like its brethren (BPM, TBI,
EDM, etc.), Enterprise Content Management
(ECM) is a phrase coined by industry analysts
to help give business and IT professionals a
30,000-foot view of a new content manage-
ment strategy that blurs the bounds of tradi-
tional corporate information silos. Over the
past year, ECM has gained traction as the de-
finitive term to describe the power of con-
verging content from every corner of a com-
pany’s operation, including documents, Web
content and rich media resources.

As a business with a long history of com-
partmentalized functionality, traditional
methodologies and segregated business units,
the insurance business may benefit more than
many others from a realization of ECM’s ulti-
mate promise of seamless, enterprisewide
access to content. Yet the essence of the insur-
ance business is its inextricable relationship
with not only content, but also process.
Insurance companies are, in essence,
“information factories” whose end products
constitute the result of systematized collect-
ing, processing, researching and detailed
decision-making on immense sums of data.
It is out of this “Process-centric Content
Management” that insurance ultimately
delivers the intangible part of its product:
financial security and peace of mind.

ECM embodies the idea of a single “vir-
tual repository” that connects all forms of
information, whether physical or virtual,
paper or pixel, and structured or unstruc-
tured. ECM’s vision leverages a yet-to-be-
realized technology infrastructure which pro-
vides instant access to data that: lives on vir-
tually any platform; is created, revised or
published using virtually any application;
and which can be located at any company,
customer, partner, vendor or collaborator site
across the globe.
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EDI data, mainframe reports, phone call
records, Word documents, Web publications,
HTML/XML data, facsimiles, legacy system
data, e-mail and e-forms, spreadsheets, and
audio/video files.

Extension to the Web
In the Internet-enabled world, wide-

ranging file type support is a surprisingly
important e-Business capability. Because of
their ease of creation, submission, and pub-
lication, “document” volumes are prolifer-
ating every bit as quickly as the Internet,
particularly as they become part of widely
available Web-based processes.

Not surprisingly, ECM also provides
sophisticated tools for controlling that infor-
mation, making it available when it is need-
ed and to whom it is needed, while restrict-
ing access in accordance with regulatory
requirements such as Gramm-Leach-Bliley
and the Health Insurance Portability and
Accountability Act (HIPAA). It also organiz-
es the information by applying index values
and document relationships, making it more
useful to your organization and providing
numerous opportunities for “re-purposing”
or re-using it. In support of publication
needs, ECM provides version control and
Internet formatting functionality that allows
you to produce documentation, such as ben-
efit plan descriptions and provider directo-
ries, on your Web site. And it allows you to
make mainframe reports such as premium
bills, EOBs, and provider vouchers accessi-
ble on the Internet.

ECM’s Technology Umbrella
The proliferation of ECM-related tech-

nological capabilities (and acronyms) gives
testament to the rapidly expanding nature
of the business view of ‘content’:
◆ Document Management (DM)
◆ Image Management
◆ Content Management (CM)
◆ Integrated Document Archive and Re-

trieval Systems (IDARS)
◆ Output Management
◆ Knowledge Management (KM)
◆ Web Content Management (WCM)
◆ Digital Asset Management (DAM)

By no means all-inclusive, and without
attempting to distinguish among the vari-
ous types of products, this list demonstrates
broad market acceptance of the fact that
ECM has become a required component of
enterprise infrastructure. Once the capabil-
ity to manage all forms of content across
the diversity of the enterprise is assumed,
the most important question to business
leaders is how to apply ECM to real-world
business needs. Within the insurance indus-
try, the most critical application of ECM is
in transactional processing, marrying the

content with operational business process-
es to achieve Process-centric Content
Management.

Process
In the simplest terms, a process consists of

the sequence of actions, activities, and tasks
that are performed to complete a business
transaction. For example, the servicing of
members typically involves many distinct
activities, such as fielding telephone calls,
confirming eligibility, and initiating claim
reviews. It is the combination of these activi-
ties, from the time an inquiry is initiated until
it is completely resolved, that represents
“Customer Service” as a business process.
Business processes usually involve many dif-
ferent business transactions, each with unique
actions and tasks that must be performed, as in
the case of the thousands of customer service
inquiries your organization handles each
month. Representative health insurance indus-
try business processes include: underwriting,
enrollment, preauthorization, claims process-
ing, reimbursement, credentialing, contract-
ing, billing, referral, customer service, com-
missions, and medical review.

A business process also consists of the
resources that are called upon to perform var-
ious tasks and activities, such as staff mem-
bers and computing systems. In our previous
example, these resources obviously include
your customer service representatives, but
might also encompass a mainframe system
through which eligibility is confirmed and the
customer relationship management (CRM)
system into which the facts of each inquiry are
entered. These types of processes are at the
heart of all insurance business operations.

The existence of such large numbers of
transactions within so many different busi-
ness processes makes the need for tools to
manage these processes somewhat self evi-
dent. Only the smallest organizations attempt
to manage business operations without them,
and thereby miss significant opportunities
for increasing productivity and efficiency
while reducing administrative expenses.

The ECM Workhorse: Work Process
Management Software

Work Process Management software
handles every aspect of operational business
processes. It assigns processing transactions
to the appropriate resources, be they human
or application systems, in the correct
sequence and at the right time. Using rules-
based work distribution and routing capabil-
ities, it allows multiple processing tasks to be
accomplished simultaneously. It establishes
and manages priorities and time limits for
each transaction uniquely, ensuring that
cycle-time performance objectives are
achieved. It provides automated work per-

formers to execute tasks that don’t require
human intervention. When the human touch
becomes necessary, Work Process
Management software provides sophisticat-
ed functionality for handling exception trans-
actions, including user interfaces appropriate
to specific processes and even to steps with-
in a process. Once the interface directs and
presents exception work to them, end-users
are provided tools for initiating, routing, and
completing mission-critical business transac-
tions. Work Process Management software
also provides robust tools for operational
managers, allowing them to track work-in-
process, balance workloads, and perform
real-time and historical inventory analysis
and reporting. Behind the scenes, business
analysts (rather than IT developers) use
table-based configuration tools to design and
maintain the entire system without reliance
on programming. And increasingly, Work
Process Management software tightly inte-
grates with other user applications, particu-
larly host-processing systems, to provide a
complete linkage between all systems
involved in a process.

Work Process Software Enables
Process-Centric Work Process

When married with ECM systems, Work
Process Management software enables
Process-centric Content Management.
Because it intelligently recognizes the inter-
relationships of processes and information,
Process-centric Content Management
extends the functionality of Work Process
Management and ECM technologies to
enable capabilities not possible when
process and content are treated separately.
Applying Work Process Management to
each transaction, with ECM supplying con-
tent appropriate to each processing step,
Process-centric Content Management uses
evolutionary technologies to revolutionize
the way you do business.

ECM: Vision Meets Reality
As with any new breakout technology,

ECM will ultimately become defined not by
those who would conceptualize, but by
those who sit down to work every day with
tangible, looming quarterly performance
expectations on their desks. These end-users
will define the reality of how and when
ECM’s vision can be realized, what vendor
solutions should be acquired and what
should be postponed or rethought, and what
business benefits ECM can tangibly bring to
the bottom line. For insurance people, the
inseparable relationship of content and
process provides clear direction: leverage
solutions and technologies that enable a
wider diversity of content to drive a stronger
and more profitable process.    ❚



just the last two and a half years, another 12
exabytes have been generated. This year, yet
another 12 exabytes will be created.
While we cannot slow the pace of infor-

mation production or the amount being
added to the Internet each day, we can au-
tomate functions of the human brain and im-
prove the way the information is processed,
accessed and acted upon. Embedding intel-
ligent solutions directly into today's existing
human and IT infrastructure is the most suc-
cessful way to knowledge-enable an enter-
prise and represents the transform of infor-
mation into knowledge.

Knowledge is the basis for making impor-
tant decisions and everyone needs knowledge
for business and life goals. Knowledge changes
the way we think, the actions and decisions we
make in business, and the way we service and
sell to our customers. Knowledge is the solu-
tion to our information overload dilemma.

At the most basic level knowledge begins
as data. In a technology system, data is coded

signals, known and transparent (ASCII, TIFF,
etc.). Information is data that is organized in
a logical manner. Logically organized data
then becomes information that is displayed in
structured or unstructured documents and in-
formation. Eighty percent of all information
is unstructured. Knowledge is information
that matches an individual’s specific contex-
tual requirement. To act decisively, it is nec-
essary to perpetually transform information
into usable knowledge.

Learning is an individual’s ability to in-
terpret information related to a specific con-
text or use. Learning is the point at which in-
formation becomes knowledge. Learning also
encompasses humankind’s ability to collect
information and experiences and to classify
and store them in the brain as our own very
personal knowledge base. As we learn, our
knowledge grows steadily.
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Knowledge Management:
Intelligence for Today’s
Business World

Some may say we currently live in the In-
formation Age, but to be accurate what we are
experiencing is the Information Overload
Age. Technology and businesses continue to
grow and information continues to be pro-
duced at exponential levels.

Unfortunately, our ability as humans to
read and use information remains constant.
Just as the amount of information available to
us continues to increase, the ability for hu-
mans to process this information in a timely
and accurate manner decreases. Particularly
in business environments, the amount of in-
formation one person is responsible for read-
ing and analyzing can be overwhelming.

Here are some startling facts:
◆ Technology advances in the last twenty

years have resulted in the production of
enormous amounts of information. Last
year alone, we generated over two giga-
bytes of information for every human be-
ing on earth.

◆ The average computer hard drive contains
16 gigabytes of information; while in a life-
time one person can only read and process
approximately four GB of information.

◆ On average, a human is able to read 100 to
200 pages a day for 365 days a year and
for 50 years of life. Now add network con-
nections and Internet access and content in
books, newspapers, magazines, letters and
other documents and you have all the in-
formation you will ever want; yet you feel
the frustrating inability to make use of it on
a timely basis and transform it into valu-
able knowledge.

◆ Most of the information we receive could
be viewed as “communication noise” be-
cause with this vast amount of information
only a small amount—one GB—is actu-
ally new and relevant.

◆ Over the last 300,000 years, 12 exabytes of
information have been generated. Within
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The evolution of information management
in the corporate world began traditionally in
the form of electronic archiving of files, pro-
gressed to document management and then
into workflow management. Data warehous-
ing was the next phase and today, knowledge
management—specifically knowledge-
enabled software—is the basis for informa-
tion management.

Information overload is clearly the reason
why knowledge management has become
such a critical issue. This applies especially to
businesses that have to absorb massive
amounts of information daily about cus-
tomers, markets and products. Companies that
have the knowledge they need have the cut-
ting edge in their market. Knowledge is
power, but extracting it from information is
not an easy task, if not altogether impossible.

Knowledge enabling an enterprise is the
answer to the information overload. Tools that
keep important corporate information intact
even after an employee leaves, or tools that al-
low you to organize and extract critical knowl-
edge from massive amounts of information,
give a company and its employees powerful
ways to stay a step beyond its competition.

Traditional knowledge management solu-
tions suffer from significant obstacles—the so-
lutions necessitate a fairly dramatic change in
corporate culture and process and require a
great deal of IT implementation, integration,
and customization.  However, successfully
knowledge enabling an enterprise is done by
incorporating existing IT and human systems
seamlessly, rapidly and easily.

For today’s business world, knowledge
management tools exist that analyze, under-
stand and respond to information with human-
like intelligence, empowering people with the
knowledge to make faster, more informed
business decisions.

A number of companies now claim to have
the best of breed in knowledge management
applications, so it is essential you ask ques-
tions to evaluate their applications:
◆ Is this neural network technology? Soft-

ware exists today that actually emulates the

brain in the way it analyzes the content of
a document or information object. Tech-
nology that searches on key words and
phrases is no longer enough. True knowl-
edge management software can now ana-
lyze content and context, in addition to ac-
cessing knowledge, using content-based
intelligent access queries.

◆ Is the technology language independent
and fault tolerant? Will the technology
retrieve information even if words are
misspelled? The answer should be yes. The
best knowledge management technology is
based on pattern matching; therefore there
is no language barrier.

◆ Can the technology be seamlessly inte-
grated into your existing applications?An
open API architecture is key. Clearly, spend-
ing substantially on new technology should
complement the existing technology in-
vestments a company already has in place.

◆ Do employees have to spend weeks or
months learning how to use this new
technology? The answer should be no.
An application should be quick and easy
enough to use—otherwise its full impact
may never be realized.

◆ Can the technology be personalized for
individual needs? Knowledge manage-

ment technology today can be used to crawl
through entire hard drives looking for a sin-
gle bit of knowledge. Or, the same applica-
tion can crawl the Internet using both push
and pull technology. Anything else is not the
best of breed.
When you are looking into knowledge en-

abling your business, remember too that
knowledge management is not just about a
high-powered search engine. Many compa-
nies will try to sell you just that.

As a benchmark, when evaluating knowl-
edge-enabled technology remember that the
technology should access the knowledge hid-
den within personal, enterprise and public in-
formation. Neural network processing is es-
sential and amazingly fast, which allows for
rapid analysis of vast information repositories.
The technology should be applicable to any
process where a person is manually process-
ing information, and can revolutionize labor-
intensive processes by replacing the time and
attention of the knowledge workers with a
scalable and automated knowledge process-
ing and delivery system.

Effective knowledge enablement solves a
major issue for today’s businesses—informa-
tion overload. Business decisions are only as
good as the experience and information that
fuel them. People are enabled to act and de-
cide by the knowledge that is available to
them. Effective sharing and use of knowledge
can reduce employees’mistakes, provide bet-
ter quality customer interaction, facilitate im-
plementation of best practices, keep a com-
pany’s knowledge repository in place even
after an employee leaves and expedite the de-
cision-making process.   ❚

About SER Solutions, Inc.
SER Solutions, Inc., headquartered in Dulles, Virginia, is leading

the world into The Knowledge Age.The company’s learning core tech-
nology, SERbrainware™ forms the foundation for SER’s award-win-
ning knowledge-enabled software suite, including SERdistiller™,
SERiMail™, SERglobalbrain™, SERprocess™, SERsynergy™ and SER’s
Call Processing System™. Over 5,000 organizations worldwide use
SER’s software to maximize workplace productivity, improve business
efficiency, and enhance customer service.

For additional information on knowledge management or SER,
please visit www.ser.com, call SER directly at 703-948-5500 or send
an email to info@ser.com.

“For today's business world, knowledge 

management tools exist that analyze,

understand and respond to information 

with human-like intelligence.”

“When evaluating knowledge-enabled 

technology, remember that the

technology should access the knowledge 

hidden within personal, enterprise and

public information.”



also to print, CD-ROMs, and wireless
devices.

And finally, because content has been
linked to presentation, it has been difficult
to repurpose content to address different
user requirements, respond to changes in
corporate branding, or to support new con-
tent delivery methods.

The Value of Enterprise 
Content Management

New enterprise content management solu-
tions help organizations enforce quality con-
trol, improve the efficiency of the content cre-
ation process, and more effectively distribute
the right content to the right users. To accom-
plish this, these systems manage and auto-
mate the full content life cycle that includes:
◆ Design capabilities allow organizations to

define different types of content, the au-
dience, and presentation. Templates are
then developed that content creators can
use to create new content.

◆ Creation processes enable content cre-
ators to continue to create content in a fa-
miliar environment—without the need for
retraining. The system automatically tags
and structures the content so it can later
be searched or leveraged in different ways
without recreating information.

◆ Content management offers version con-
trol and provides workflows that auto-
mate content review, approval, deploy-
ment, and distribution business processes
to eliminate disconnects or manual steps.

◆ Deployment prepares content for distri-
bution to multiple channels, in different
formats. 

◆ The distribution process automatically
delivers content to a variety of audiences
through a number of different channels in
accordance with specifications laid out in
the design stage.

◆ Expiration processes enable companies to
define expiration time scales when con-
tent is created and what will happen to
content when it expires.

BroadVision’s Content 
Management Solutions

BroadVision’s Content Management solu-
tions meet the full range of enterprise content
management requirements, managing valid
XML and native format content through the
entire content life cycle. Regardless of their
level of XML expertise, content owners can
create intelligently tagged content so organi-
zations can deliver highly personalized con-
tent just the way users want it.

Using BroadVision Content Management
Solutions, organizations can maximize the
value of their content assets by speeding time-
to-market for content, boosting productivity
of the content-creation process across the
enterprise, improving customer service and
self-service, thereby building better relation-
ships and maximizing their lifetime value.   ❚

About BroadVision, Inc.
BroadVision is the world’s leading supplier of enterprise self-serv-

ice (ESS) applications and technology that enable organizations to cre-
ate immediate business value by fundamentally transforming the way
they do business—moving interactions, transactions and services
from a resource-centric paradigm to a personalized self-service model
that enhances growth, reduces costs and improves productivity.

More than 1,200 leading companies and government entities
around the globe use BroadVision-powered applications to enable their
enterprise self-service initiatives. They are leveraging the web to their
wireless devices to unify and extend their enterprise’s applications,
information and business processes to better serve their employees,
partners and customers in a personalized and collaborative way.

BroadVision’s customer base represents a broad spectrum of
organizations, including: British Telecom, The Boeing Company,
E*Trade, Ericsson, FleetBoston Financial, GE Supply, Home Depot,
Rockwell Automation, Sears, State of California,Toyota and Vodafone.

For more information about BroadVision, call 650-542-5100,
email contactus@broadvision.com or visit www.broadvision.com.
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Maximizing the Productivity
of Content Assets
While organizations once aimed simply to
put content on a website, they now recognize
that content is an asset. Organizations need to
ensure that content is current, consistent, and
personalized for different audiences and pur-
poses. Such personalized content can help or-
ganizations improve service and self-service,
deepen relationships, and ultimately improve
the lifetime value of its relationships.

To realize the goal of delivering accurate,
targeted content in a scalable, cost-effective
fashion, organizations are turning to a new
class of enterprise content management solu-
tions. These solutions enable content experts
to design and create content, then automati-
cally manage the complete content life cycle.

Why Content Management?

Because organizations today use sys-
tems that require extensive human inter-
vention to make content available on the
web, they find it difficult and time con-
suming to ensure that content is current,
consistent and appropriately personalized.

Maintaining content has been a chal-
lenge because the content creation process
is highly iterative. When more than one
person works on content, multiple itera-
tions ensue. When multiple versions exist,
it becomes difficult to determine which
version is correct. Discovering the correct
version is time consuming and cumber-
some. Often, organizations inadvertently
publish multiple versions, which makes it
difficult to ensure consistent branding.

Content creation has always been fol-
lowed by review and approval processes.
People, in trying to eliminate some of the
delays, accidentally or deliberately omit steps
of the review process and distribute unautho-
rized or even potentially damaging content.

Delivering the right content to the right
users has been another challenge. Self-
service capabilities delivered through the
web often present difficulties for end users
to find what they’re looking for. In addi-
tion, organizations are increasingly faced
with the need to distribute the same con-
tent not only on electronic channels but
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common traps may mean the difference
between success and failure:
◆ Miscalculating the total cost of ownership:

Not all content management systems are
created equally—many simply do not pro-
vide out-of-the-box functionality, which
means buyers will face escalating consult-
ing fees and long implementation times be-
fore realizing benefits from their invest-
ment in content management.

◆ Not accommodating the needs of non-tech-
nical users: The majority of your content
“consumers” and “producers” are not part
of your technical staff. Rather, employees
throughout the enterprise generate volumes
of spreadsheets and text documents that
need to be quickly Web-enabled for distri-
bution within the company. Ignoring their
need for a content management system that
is easy-to-use, browser-based and allows
for multiple content contributors spells dis-
aster for enterprise-wide adoption.

◆ Underestimating the change management
component of your content management im-
plementation: Introducing a content man-
agement system where everyone across the
enterprise can contribute and publish con-
tent to one or more Web sites is, even today,
a cultural paradigm shift away from fun-
neling all content through a Webmaster. A
successful implementation hinges on your
business users embracing and using the new
content management system so that your or-
ganization can fully reap the efficiency and
cost-saving benefits.

◆ Ignoring requirements for integrating the
content management system with other ap-
plications: It is important to consider how
well the content management system will
integrate with the full breadth of applica-
tions that also support your strategic busi-
ness initiatives. Does it integrate with your

application or commerce server? Does it in-
tegrate with your corporate portal solution?
Does it integrate with your back-end data-
bases and other infrastructure?

◆ Failing to think about future needs: By in-
vesting in a content management system,
you are investing in your long-term strategic
goals. You need to plan and purchase ac-
cordingly, making sure that the content man-
agement system you select will meet your
growing needs. Will it scale to accommodate
your organization’s growth, both domesti-
cally and internationally? Will it support
wireless technology? What about platform
considerations, such as J2EE or .Net?

Choosing Your Content 
Management System Wisely

By carefully assessing your organization’s
needs and evaluating the content management
systems on the market, you can avoid the
common pitfalls that occur in implementa-
tions. Specifically, your content management
system should offer:
◆ Ease-of-use: Your technical and non-tech-

nical users alike should fully adopt and use
your new content management system for
maximum productivity and collaboration
across your enterprise.

◆ Rapid deployment: Look for out-of-the-
box functionality to avoid the downward
spiral of consulting time and fees.

◆ Contribution and conversion of native file
formats: Systems that enable users to con-
tribute content in common forms, such as
Word or Excel, then automatically con-
vert and publish those documents in Web
formats enable quick adoption from your
business users.

◆ Scalability: As your organization grows,
your need to manage content will grow as
well, so it is imperative to look for a sys-
tem that accommodates your immediate
needs and will meet your changing needs
over time.

◆ Flexibility: Your new content manage-
ment system should be flexible enough to
integrate with your other e-business ap-
plications or be installed on a standalone
basis, if necessary.   ❚

About Stellent
Stellent (www.stellent.com), formerly known as IntraNet

Solutions,is a global provider of enterprise content management solu-
tions for scalable business Web sites. The company has been ranked
one of the top three content management vendors by industry ana-
lyst firms Gartner Dataquest, Forrester Research and Aberdeen Group,
and has more than 1,500 customers, including many of the Global
2000. Its customer roster includes Merrill Lynch, Agilent Technologies,
Target Corp., Cox Communications, Yahoo!, Hewlett-Packard and
Ericsson Telecom AB. Stellent is headquartered in Eden Prairie,
Minnesota, and maintains offices throughout the United States,
Europe and Asia Pacific.

Avoiding the Pitfalls of
Content Management
Implementations
Content Management—A Critical Success Factor for Your Enterprise

Content management has grown from an en-
abling technology supporting public Web site
development to a mission-critical foundation
for a wide range of strategic business initia-
tives. During the advent of the Web, compa-
nies simply sought a Web presence to provide
basic information about the company and its
products. Over time the simple Web site ma-
tured into broader e-commerce initiatives as
companies began transacting business with
customers and partners over the Web. Today,
organizations are realizing that managing and
streamlining content across the enterprise is
not only important for specific e-business
projects, but is also critical for making strate-
gic initiatives across the enterprise more cost-
efficient and productive. Since the investment
in implementing an enterprise content man-
agement system is substantial, and effectively
managing the content has become more
closely tied with realizing business and rev-
enue goals, it has become even more impor-
tant for content management implementa-
tions to be successful.

Five Common “Traps” of Content
Management Implementations

Like most mission-critical technology
initiatives, implementing a content manage-
ment system quickly is imperative in order to
realize the expected return on investment.
However, speed is not the sole success factor,
and an organization considering purchasing
and implementing a content management
system should fully evaluate its needs.
Rushing into an implementation without
fully weighing the options and defining the
goals can lead to failure—due to budget
overrun, missed deadlines, or not producing
the desired ROI.

Following are five common mistakes
organizations make when implementing their
content management solution. Avoiding these
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in over 100 formats without having to
install the native application on the client’s
workstation shortens the document pro-
cessing cycle time. It also improves cus-
tomer relations and internal communica-
tions by providing an effective way to give
customers direct access to their account
files, in a read-only mode, providing self-
service interaction.

Iron Mountain, the leader in records
and information management, stores and
manages millions of cubic feet of business
records for thousands of businesses,
including more than half of the Fortune
500. Iron Mountain has developed a range
of Image Archiving Services within their
Digital Archives Division. For scanned
documents or documents that are already in
electronic form—such as patient records or
monthly statements from utilities or credit
card companies—Iron Mountain maintains
a Digital Archiving service. This service
provides for the preservation and security
of the information while giving access to
users via a secure, Web-based solution that
utilizes NetVue technology. Imaged docu-
ments are viewable through a Web inter-
face, regardless of initial format. For docu-
ments that are paper-based, Iron Mountain
offers an innovative “Image on Demand”
service which involves retrieving a docu-
ment from a box, scanning it to the Web,
and placing a link to the scanned document
in the customer’s inbox. The benefits of
image-based delivery are enormous.

Chris Schwarzer, principal engineer for
imaging solutions at Iron Mountain, explains:
“We dramatically reduce the time to deliver
the document to an office in downtown
Manhattan or a remote branch in Minnesota.
The source document never leaves our secure
data center, so it can’t get lost or slow down
other workers who need access to it. We
relieve the user from the responsibility of
shipping the document back to the storage
facility. Banks, health networks, and govern-

ment agencies can now offer much faster
services to their customers.

“Now we can provide our customers
with timely access to the information con-
tained in their documents while maintain-
ing the security of the original document.
Breaking multi-page documents into single
page files is a huge benefit to us. Instead of
having to wait to download an entire docu-
ment, NetVue’s Document Streaming
(NDS) allows fast delivery of the first page
of the document and the thumbnails, and
cuts down enormously on network traffic.”

What Are the Benefits of NetVue
Document Streaming?

◆ It’s fast—up to 20 times faster than the
closest available alternative.

◆ It minimizes network traffic substantially.
Many customers want to scan the first few
pages of a document to determine if it is
the desired one. By eliminating the need
to download the entire document before
the first page can be read, these users con-
sume on average only 1/10th of the band-
width of users who have to download en-
tire documents.

◆ The system administrator and individual
users can control the type of streaming used.

◆ It’s secure. NDS images are intrinsically se-
cure as the data protocol is not reversible.

Iron Mountain is delivering what Bill
Gates promised years ago—”information
at your fingertips” and access to informa-
tion “anywhere, anytime, on any device.”
NetVue’s browser-based document portal
and the speed of NDS are integral parts of
what makes it possible.   ❚

Founded in 1985, AccuSoft Corporation develops and markets a
line of high-performance imaging  and document delivery solutions.
To learn more about NetVue and other AccuSoft products, visit our
Web site at: www.accusoft.com/km.
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Securing and Streamlining
Your Organization’s 
Biggest Asset

Information is the biggest asset in any organ-
ization. The efficiency with which businesses
manage this information in terms of storing,
searching, retrieving, and protecting it is criti-
cal to the success of the business. September
11 highlighted new threats to businesses and
revealed that the approach to the long-term
storage and protection of information must be
reassessed. The outright destruction of paper
records and offices, as well as substantial de-
nial of access to buildings (whether due to
proximity to the World Trade Center, or due to
biological contamination), illustrates the need
to have electronic copies of documentation
available from disaster-proof archives.

To this end, document-intensive busi-
nesses—including government, financial
services, medical, insurance, legal, human
resources, accounting, geographic informa-
tion systems, and real estate, as well as
application service providers—are looking
for new solutions for safe, remote storage
and efficient retrieval of documents.

Using the full power of the Web,
NetVue allows for the secure viewing and
annotating of copies of paper or electronic
documents by customers, employees, or
the public, while maintaining control,
source integrity, and cost-effectiveness.
The ability to view documents and images
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By Peter Quirk, VP of Product Development, AccuSoft Corporation

Peter Quirk is the VP of
Product Development
at AccuSoft
Corporation in
Northborough,
Massachusetts.
Mr. Quirk joined
AccuSoft in the fall of
2001 from EMC, where
he held engineering
and marketing roles
involved in the
formulation of the
company’s offerings for
Windows products in

enterprise accounts. Prior to that, he directed
technical marketing activities associated with Data
General’s highly visible successes in packaged
Windows server and storage solutions for small and
mid-range markets.

Peter Quirk

Vice President of 
Product Development

"September 11 has highlighted

new threats to businesses

which demand that they

reassess their approach to the

long-term storage and 

protection of information."
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that allow organizations to build lasting 
relationships with their customers. Achiev-
ing this goal requires applications that can:
◆ Communicate—Communicate to cus-

tomers in a personalized way with the 
appropriate content, delivering a superior
customer experience by providing the
right information, at the right time, to the
right audience.

◆ Collaborate—Provide a complete end-to-
end solution that integrates with existing
front-end and back-end applications and
legacy systems, applications from business
partners and relevant marketplaces.

◆ Comprehend—Understand customer 
requirements and needs by gathering in-
formation to allow you to gain actionable
insight into customer application usage
and preferences.

A Comprehensive Content 
Management Engine

Content is the substance of every Internet ap-
plication. Content comprises the sum total of a
site visitor's experience, and how effectively a
company manages its content has a direct im-
pact on bottom-line cost, top-line revenue and
customer retention, making content the cur-
rency for competing in this digital age.

The content management engine in 
Vignette® Content Suite V6 allows non-tech-
nical content contributors to submit, edit, re-
view and approve content using their favorite
tools; manages content from databases, file
systems, news feeds, legacy systems and
other sources; characterizes and enriches con-
tent with flexible metadata that puts the con-
tent in context and drives personalization and
knowledge management; provides partici-
pants a simple to-do list interface for com-
pleting tasks; and defines workflow processes
with e-mail notifications to manage the col-
lective efforts of your team. It also keeps a
full approval history to help ensure quality
and accountability, schedules launch and ex-

piration of content and applications and reli-
ably manages content in almost any language
or character set. It manages content separate
from its presentation, so that it can be repur-
posed to serve a variety of devices and elec-
tronic touch points and optimizes the deliv-
ery of content, with integrated cache and
component-management capabilities.

The content management engine of 
Vignette Content Suite V6 stores and manages
content directly in standard, extensible, rela-
tional databases. Relational databases are
proven in the industry for scaling and provid-
ing the scalability, for instance, as it relates to
query. It manages content in synch with dy-
namic applications, and there is no need for
any intermediate proprietary repository. It pro-
vides real-time integration between Vignette's
page-component cache and content-rich ap-
plications, and seamless integration with both
legacy document-management systems and
flat-file content structures.

In the world of customer-driven, personal-
ized Internet applications, the more "content
aware" an application is, the better able it is to
provide a relevant, efficient and satisfying ex-
perience to the end-customer. Personalized ap-
plications that know their content and their
customers well are more equipped to deliver
the right content to the right customer in the
right way at the right time.

Through the power of open and scalable
relational database technology, the Vignette
content management engine provides the
ability for non-technical content owners to
characterize and categorize content by 
attaching as much descriptive "metadata" as
they require. A metadata record consists of
a number of pre-defined elements repre-
senting specific attributes of a resource, and
each element can have one or more values.
Consider these two additional descriptions
of metadata, from the same source: "Meta-
data is a systematic method for describing
resources and thereby improving access to
them," and, "Metadata provides the essen-
tial link between the information creator and
the information user."

The production-center tool of the Vignette
content management engine includes a vi-
sual interface that allows business users to
characterize content. This capability is also
available through the Windows Explorer in-
terface and through the browser-based con-
tent management applications that can be
quickly created and tailored to users' needs.
Developing a consistent set of re-usable con-
tent metadata promotes efficiency within an
organization and improves the quality and
accessibility of information.   ❚

Please contact Vignette North America at 512 741 4300,
Vignette Europe/United Kingdom at 44 (0) 162 877 2000,
Vignette Australia at 61 2 9455 5000, or Vignette Singapore 
at 65 334 9948.

Visit the Vignette Web site at www.vignette.com.

Integrated Content
Management:
Order from Chaos

An effective Internet infrastructure can
bring order to chaos. It is capable of sup-
porting a diverse range of business require-
ments and therefore requires solutions that
allow systems, applications and people to
share information, supporting critical busi-
ness processes, both within and between en-
terprises. Organizations should be able to
leverage the data from different internal and
external applications, from the internal ERP
and sales systems to the business and trad-
ing partners' information that will provide
effective business systems.

Enterprises need an underlying architec-
ture that emphasizes security, interoperabil-
ity, platform independence and easy integra-
tion of applications and business partners.
This solution must be flexible and support in-
ternational and emerging standards and tech-
nologies as well as interfaces to e-market-
places and established systems, such as EDI
systems. It should allow for the definition, ex-
ecution and management of business
processes and provide mechanisms for con-
tinuous improvements of those processes. The
solution should provide common, centralized
management services such as administrative
consoles, system and business partner con-
figuration, security and audit capabilities.

Integrated content management applica-
tions allow customers, business partners and
employees to interact with the enterprise
consistently and in real-time, providing con-
trol and management, while maintaining
brand and user experience.

We develop and deliver Internet software
and services that enable organizations to in-
teract online with their customers, employ-
ees and partners. Vignette is the leading
provider of integrated content management
applications used by the most successful or-
ganizations like UBS Paine Webber, Daim-
ler-Chrysler, The Wall Street Journal, AMD
and United Airlines to interact online with
their customers, employees and partners.

Vignette is committed to provide inte-
grated content management applications

Vignette Corporation



Advantages:

◆ No additional fixed costs for technology.
◆ Low additional up-front costs or imple-

mentation time for globalization.

Issues:

◆ High-transaction costs for each transla-
tion request.

◆ Manual processing of files to/from trans-
lation vendors.

◆ Content relationships not preserved through
translation steps.

◆ Limited scalability.

Solution Category 2:
CMS + GMS + Services

A second solution category involves
licensing and implementing a Globalization
Management System (GMS), such as those
offered by Idiom, GlobalSight, and
eTranslate. In this scenario, the customer can
expect lower transaction costs for content
translation, due to the integration between
the content management systems and the
GMS. Translation vendors may also access
content directly within a central repository
(eliminating the need to transfer files or
objects in and out of the CMS). This solu-
tion, involves high fixed costs ($100,000 +/-)
and extra time for an incremental implemen-
tation cycle.

The buyer should also be aware that the
authoring, editing, and workflow tools pro-
vided in the GMS may be redundant with
those in content management systems,
diminishing the ROI of both investments.
Finally, in regulated environments such as
Life Sciences and Financial Services,
allowing vendors direct access to an enter-
prise content store may also be problemat-
ic. Given these limitations, solutions in this
category are best suited to global enterpris-
es with a) in-house translation resources or

b) a content management solution that
lacks adequate workflow to manage glob-
alization-related processes.

Solution Elements:

◆ Content Management System.
◆ Globalization Management System.
◆ Translation services vendor with CMS

and GMS experience, such as Lionbridge
or Bowne Global.

Advantages:

◆ Lower transaction costs due to CMS/GMS
integration.

◆ Allows translation vendors access to con-
tent repository.

Issues:

◆ Fixed cost and implementation cycle for
additional platform.

◆ May introduce parallel authoring, editing,
workflow tools.

◆ Direct vendor access in regulated industries.
◆ Access method for some translators still

requires a separate off-line solution.

Solution Category 3: Globalized 
CMS + Technology-Led Services

The third approach is to utilize a content
management system with embedded global-
ization features, and a translation services
vendor with a compatible technology infra-
structure already in place. Through a partner-
ship, Documentum and Lionbridge provide
an example of this type of solution (see
www.lionbridge.com/documentum).
Lionbridge also integrates with Interwoven,
Vignette, Stellant and proprietary content
management systems.

Enterprises implementing solutions in this
category also enjoy lower transaction costs,
due to the integration between the globalized
CMS and the globalization vendor. Unlike
solutions in the second category however, a
consistent environment is established for
authoring, editing, translating and publishing
global content. This approach also minimizes
up-front cost and the deployment cycle.

In fact, this solution enhances ROI of
your content management investment by
extending its functionality to the manage-
ment of both translation and the multilin-
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Three Approaches to
Multilingual Content
Management
Using a Content Management System (CMS)

If your organization has recently imple-
mented an enterprise content management
system, chances are you now face the chal-
lenge of how to best manage your company’s
multilingual content. While a number of prod-
uct and service offerings are available to ad-
dress multilingual content needs, content pub-
lishers should first analyze which of three
primary solution categories to adopt.

Solution Category 1: No Integration
The first solution category is simply

outsourcing your translation needs to a
services vendor, like Lionbridge or Berlitz,
without establishing any integration
between the translation process and your
content management system. Although up-
front costs and implementation time are
minimal in this scenario, buyers will face
high transaction costs. “Transaction” in this
case means processing files to and from the
translation vendor, including extra costs for
contract administration.

This approach provides limited scala-
bility. In addition, content attributes
assigned during creation are not preserved.
This solution best applies to enterprise
environments with minimal, rarely chang-
ing multilingual content.

Solution Elements:

◆ Content management solution, such as
Documentum, Vignette, Interwoven, etc.,
or a proprietary CMS.

◆ Translation services vendor.
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By Robin Lloyd, Vice President Alliances and Channel Development, Lionbridge Technologies

Trans-
lationCMS

Manual Process

GMS
Trans-
lationCMS

With 11 years in technology marketing and business development, Robin Lloyd has worked in telecom, software and Internet
sectors, including work in Europe, Asia, and the Americas. He spent four years in Singapore building and leading an
Asia/Pacific marketing organization for Harris Semiconductor (now Intersil), led Channel Marketing for NorthPoint
Communications (broadband services), and co-founded B2 Media, Inc., a rich media syndication startup.
For Lionbridge, Robin has established and managed deep technology partnerships with market leaders in content
management, source code management, eSupport, and systems integration. Bringing clarity to the enterprise content
management and globalization disciplines, he advanced what is now the acknowledged model for the industry --
incorporating globalization features directly into CM platforms.
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gual content it creates. Another benefit of
this approach is that content attributes (also
called metadata, or properties) stay with
the content as it moves from one language
to another, and these attributes can be
updated automatically by the system as
each step in the process is completed. This
is an ideal solution for most global enter-
prises with large amounts of rapidly chang-
ing, multilingual content.

Solution Elements:

◆ CMS with embedded globalization features.

◆ Global content management expertise to
implement global object model and opti-
mize distributed workflow.

◆ Translation services vendor with technol-
ogy-driven services, such as Lionbridge.

Issues:

◆ Requires a translation services vendor able
to integrate with CMS and maintain content
metadata such as attributes and taxonomies.

Advantages:

◆ Lower transaction costs for content trans-
lation.

◆ Single environment for authoring, edit-
ing, managing and publishing content for
all languages.

◆ Lower up-front cost, with minimal or no
incremental deployment cycle.

◆ Enhances ROI for CMS investment.

For organizations implementing global
content management, Lionbridge delivers
solutions across all three categories described
above.

Global content management increasing-
ly requires sophisticated implementations
of technology and services to optimize
quality, speed, and cost. Lionbridge people,
processes and technology seamlessly inte-
grate with popular content management
and development platforms, allowing cor-
porations to leverage existing systems for
globalization functions while externalizing
translation process management. No addi-
tional platforms, licensing fees or build-
outs. Just simple, straightforward, global
product and content management. ❚

Lionbridge is a customer-driven services organization that opti-
mizes people, processes and technology to enable worldwide deploy-
ment of products and content. Lionbridge helps clients reduce cost,
speed time to market and ensure the integrity of global brands. Our
translation, testing, and other technology-led services leverage indus-
try experts in IT, Life Sciences, Financial Services, Telecom, and
Manufacturing sectors to assure the highest quality results.

Based in Waltham,Mass.,Lionbridge maintains facilities in England,
Ireland, The Netherlands, France, Germany, China, South Korea, Japan,
Taiwan,Brazil and the United States.

By applying a flexible but well-structured methodology, and inte-
grating directly with enterprise content systems,Lionbridge lets you rec-
oncile the quality of a local translation with the efficiency of a centrally
controlled process.

Visit www.lionbridge.com/cms to learn more about Lionbridge
services and to downlaod the following White Papers:

• When to Automate Translation Processes—Calculating Cost
Along the Automation Continuum

• When to Use Machine Translation,and What Business Goals Can
Be Achieved

• Enterprise Content Management Systems and Translation

• Ensuring The Success of Global eLearning

To speak with a Lionbridge specialist, call +1 508-960-2400 or
email info@lionbridge.com.

Trans-
lationGlobalized

CMS

LionView™ Streamlines Project Management
In the Trenches of Multilingual Content Management

As a top petroleum and petrochemicals producer, the company already knew

about global project management. When introduced to a collaboration portal from

their localization partner Lionbridge, project teams on the client side and at

Lionbridge committed to using all the features, including file management. A fully

scalable information portal, LionView sports a variety of applications such as issue

tracking, team collaboration and project management.

Not long after the project was underway, the decision to use LionView

proved a smart one. Anne Siebens, the Lionbridge project manager in Sophia

Antipolis, France, was long overdue for a vacation. Her time off was scheduled

at an early and critical phase of the project. Claire Warion, her senior and a pro-

gram manager at Lionbridge, would have to cover for Anne while she was away.

Claire, of course, had more than her share of work already, and was dreading

the avalanche of issues and communications for this “extra” project.

Instead, Claire was surprised and pleased to find that no valuable time was lost

in getting up to speed. Anne recalls, “she simply logged into LionView and imme-

diately had access to all project information: kickoff materials, the complete histo-

ry of file handoffs, issue tracking threads, all status reports, and the rest. As a result,

there was not a single hiccup in the project as a result of the transition.”

The effort to localize this interactive CD on safety training swung into high

gear. Suddenly, at the height of the project, the client’s project leader left the

company. Without a strong driver on the client side, the project was in danger

of being derailed or even cancelled midstream, and the company risked losing

its investment without a completed result.

Using LionView, the new and untested project leader instantly had access to the

complete history of the project. Immediately, she was able to grasp the scope and

status of the project, and swiftly take control. Instead of a disaster, teams on both

sides agreed it was a smooth transition.

LionView is a fully scalable information portal for issue tracking, team collabo-

ration and project management. With LionView, project knowledge no longer gets

lost in e-mail archives or physical file drawers. The structured information-sharing

framework of LionView enforces disciplined communication between participants,

and captures that learning for quick retrieval by all team members.

There are over 100 Lionbridge clients already enjoying the benefits of

LionView, a free component of Lionbridge globalization solutions. LionView is

used for both software localization and content translation, when the scope of work

indicates that collaboration tools are required.



tions, no off-the-point content ... just a high-
impact source for useful information.

As an amplifier, KMWorld White Papers
can add volume to the message of a smaller,
specialized vendor that you may not have
heard from yet. Many of the sponsors of
KMWorld White Papers don’t have the clout
or the resources to run massive PR cam-
paigns and marketing programs. What they
DO have, however, are solutions that can be
deployed in your organization that will bring

competitive advantage and process improve-
ment ... if only you could hear them.

And as a communications link, there
just isn’t any other publication that brings
together buyers and sellers of information
management tools such as these.

How It Works
The KMWorld Specialty Publishing

group has created an editorial calendar (see
below) for a full calendar year. Sponsors
are able to pinpoint specific issues where
their message will be in the proper context
to reach an audience in search of their kind
of solution, and their kind of solution only.

Our editors review all submissions for
adherence to strict editorial guidelines. We
do not allow “hype.” We DO allow reasoned
explanations of their solutions, and how they
can help. As a “business solutions” paper, we
have every desire for our sponsors’ messages
to come through loud and clear.

Our editorial calendar is not immovable.
If you have a suggestion for a new topic, ver-
tical market or technology space to explore,
please contact us ❚

Andy Moore, andym@mint.net
Kathryn Rogals, kathy_rogals@kmworld.com
Paul Rosenlund, paul_rosenlund@kmworld.com
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KMWorld Best Practices
White Papers:
The Whys and Wherefores of a Business Solutions Series

The KMWorld Best Practice White Paper se-
ries serves sometimes as a filter, sometimes
as an amplifier and sometimes as a simple
communications link between those who
have business goals to reach, and those who
have the solutions to help achieve those goals.

As a filter, KMWorld White Papers nar-
row down to specific subject areas with each
issue—see below. You can focus on one sub-
ject at a time, and immerse yourself in the
best solutions available to you from the larg-
er “technology” marketplace. No distrac-
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By the KMWorld Specialty Publishing Group

The 2002 “Best Practices” Series...
January
Business & Competitive Intelligence
Mails December 14, 2001

February
The Healthcare Industry
Mails January18, 2002

March
Enterprise Content Management
Mails February 15, 2002

April
The Manufacturing Industry
Mails March 15, 2002

May
Enterprise Portals
Mails April12, 2002

June
Government
Mails May 16, 2002

July/August
Collaboratuve e-Commerce
Mails July 3, 2002

September
Financial Services
Mails August 16, 2002

October
Knowledge Management
Mails Septembver 12, 2002

November/December
Workflow & e-Process
Mails November 1, 2002

When You're a Global Business Driver,
It's Good to Have an Owner's Manual

KMWorld Best Practices White Papers 
♦ Direct ♦ Objective ♦ Content-rich
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Produced by:

KMWorld Magazine
Specialty Publishing Group

For information on participating in the next white paper in the “Best Practices” series. contact:
paul_rosenlund@kmworld.com or kathy_rogals@kmworld.com • 207.338.9870

Kathryn Rogals Paul Rosenlund Andy Moore
207-338-9870 207-338-9870 207-236-0331
kathy_rogals@kmworld.com paul_rosenlund@kmworld.com andym@mint.net

For more information on any of the companies who contributed to 
this white paper, visit their website or contact them directly:

FileNET Corporation
3565 Harbor Blvd
Costa Mesa CA 92626

Phone: 800.FileNET or 714.327.3400
FAX: 714.327.3490
Web: www.filenet.com

BroadVision, Inc.
585 Broadway
Redwood City CA 94063

Phone: 650.542.5100
FAX: 650 542.5900
E-mail: ContactUs@BroadVision.com
Web: www.broadvision.com

Cytura Corporation
250 International Parkway
Heathrow FL 32746

Phone: 888.9-CYTURA or 407.246.7300
FAX: 407.246.5575
E-mail: info@cytura.com
Web: www.cytura.com

AccuSoft Corporation
71 Lyman Street
Northborough MA 01532

Phone: 508.351.9092
FAX: 508.351.9086
E-mail: sales@accusoft.com
Web: www.accusoft.com/km

IBM Corporation
WebSphere Portal Solutions
www.ibm.com/websphere/portalfamily
Content Manager Solutions
www.ibm.com/software/data/cm

Image Process Design
36800 Woodward Ave., Suite 300
Bloomfield Hills MI 48304

Phone: 248.723.9733
FAX: 248.203.2566
E-mail: info@ipdsolution.com
Web: www.ipdsolution.com

SER Solutions, Inc.
Loudoun Tech Center
21680 Ridgetop Circle
Dulles VA 20166

Phone: 703.948.5500
FAX: 703.430.7738
E-mail: info@ser.com
Web: www.ser.com

Stellent, Inc.
7777 Golden Triangle Drive
Eden Prairie MN 55344

Phone: 800.989.8774
FAX: 952.829.5424
Web: www.stellent.com

Stratify, Inc.
501 Ellis Street
Mountain View CA 94043

Phone: 650.988.2000
FAX: 650.988.2159
E-mail: info@stratify.com
Web: www.stratify.com

Vignette Corporation
1601 S. Mopac Expressway
Austin TX 78746

Phone: 888.608.9900
FAX: 512.741.4500
E-mail: usinfo@vignette.com
Web: www.vignette.com

www.kmworld.com

Lionbridge Technologies
950 Winter Street
Waltham MA 02451

Phone: 781.434.6157
FAX: 781.434.6034
E-mail: info@lionbridge.com
Web: www.lionbridge.com/KM




